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Letter From the Editor
Chris Stevenson
It’s been eight long months since you all have
been treated to an edition of the TCKRA
newsletter. Most of the delay has been directly
attributable to the fact that your humble editor,
me, is quite simply a lazy sot. Not really, but
nobody wants to hear the actual reasons (the
government shutdown, crisis in Syria, road
conditions and housing deficiencies in the Eagle
Ford Shale play).

The TCKRA has a new board and new officers
for 2014. Back in April, Houston hosted the
U.S.A. Canoe and Kayak Marathon Team Trials.
And Texas just sent an U23 qualifier to Denmark
for the ICF marathon world championships.
Paddling in Texas is just about a year-round
sport and the season is about to turn over. As
folks look back over the past year and look
forward to a new season, please continue to
support the TCKRA and its members. The club
puts out this fantastic newsletter, coordinates all
of the state championship races, organizes biannual river cleanups and is the only
organization promoting canoe and kayak racing
statewide. So please renew your memberships,
go to the races and, most of all, get out there and
paddle!

A LOT has happened in the intervening period.
Many races have been run. New races have been
created; old races have changed. The Safari is
now a semi-supported race. The CR100 turned
ten years old. The MR340, Tour du Teche and
Turkeyfest races are all becoming regular events
on Texas paddlers’ calendars.
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Paddler Profile

RT:

(Editor’s Note: In each edition of the Newsletter
we feature interesting and accomplished
members of the Texas paddling community. If
you would like to nominate someone to be
featured in the Paddler Profile, please email
their name and contact information to
castevenson@gmail.com.)

I am a single blade canoe racer. I
prefer standardized classes like
aluminum and USCA where all the
competitors are paddling the same type
of hull.

TCKRA: What kinds of paddles do you
use?
RT:
The ZRE Power Surge paddles are
incredible. I prefer the smaller blade
sizes.

This edition features Roy Tyrone.

TCKRA: What is your training regimen?
RT:
I am 68 years old so I try to be careful
and avoid injuries.
I do strength
training at a nearby gym. I might go
paddling 3-4 times per week at an
intense rate for about an hour. If a
longer race is coming up I will increase
the distance.
I have some really
wonderful, fun training partners. I do
a small amount of jogging.
TCKRA: What does your training and
racing calendar look like?
RT:
Canoe racing is a time-consuming
sport. I race in a lot of races. This year
I will enter nearly all the major single
blade Texas races, the TWS, and the
Tour du Teche.

TCKRA: Where are you from originally,
where have you lived and where
do you live now?
RT:
I have always lived in the Texas Gulf
Coast area. I now live in Pasadena.

TCKRA: Where do you train most often?
RT:
I live in Pasadena. Armand Bayou is a
few minutes from my house. It has
alligators, deer, osprey, all kinds of
water birds, coyotes, etc. It is breathtaking to watch an osprey dive into the
water, talons first and come up with a
fish. It is breathtaking to watch a hawk
diving and hitting some bird in the air
that is nearly as big as it is. It is
breathtaking to watch a wild coyote
standing on the bank.

TCKRA: How did you get started in paddle
sport and racing?
RT:
Tom Goynes and Wayne Walls (Don’s
uncle) were partners in a canoe store in
Houston.
I owned an Ouachita
aluminum canoe and stopped by their
store. They invited me to participate in
an aluminum canoe race coming up in
Dickinson. I finished in last place but I
instantly loved the sport of canoe
racing. The race was in October of
1970. In 1971 Robert Taylor and I won
the USCA state championship.
In
those days the state championship was
a series of races and the racer with the
most points at the end of the year was
the state champion.

TCKRA: What kinds of food do you use
during training and racing?
RT:
I am a health food fanatic. I train
throughout the year. Many years ago I
had prostate cancer. A few years after
receiving radiation treatment at MD
Anderson the cancer came back with a
vengeance and was growing at an

TCKRA: What kinds of boats do you
paddle?
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aluminum state championship race in
Waco. I was going to skip the race that
year because I really did not have a
partner. My 18 year old son asked me
to race with him. John Bugge and
Mike Shively had won 6 consecutive
aluminum state championship races.
My son and I were in 3rd for a good
part of the race. The 2nd place team
faltered and we moved up to 2nd place.
Late in the race we passed Bugge &
Shively and we held on to win the race
by a few seconds.

extremely rapid rate.
I was very
scared. After doing a lot of research on
the internet I went on an ultra healthy
diet and the cancer began shrinking.
Today my PSA is zero and the cancer
has been gone for 10 years. During
training runs and most races I do not
drink plain water. I will usually have
diluted orange juice (fortified with
calcium). For longer, hotter races I
might add a little magnesium citrate
and salt. I sweat a lot and I have to
drink a lot. I never get cramps when I
follow this regimen.

TCKRA: Do you have any training or
racing goals and, if so, what are
they?
RT:
At this stage of my life I primarily race
for fun. Although I race for fun, I try to
win every race that I possibly can.

TCKRA: What is your favorite place to
paddle?
RT:
Boundary Wilderness Canoe Area in
Minnesota and Canada. Any pretty
river or bayou.

TCKRA: What is your perspective on the
state of paddlesport in Texas?
RT:
Today there are 10 times as many
racers as there were in the good ol’
days. There has been a phenomenal
growth in double blade paddling. The
double blade athletes are incredible,
there are lots of them, and they can
paddle skinny, fast boats. There are
many more adventure racers today.
Sadly, at most races, there are only a
small number of single blade racers.

TCKRA: What is your favorite race?
RT:
I enjoy all of the races.
TCKRA: What do you enjoy most about
paddling?
RT:
To me, paddling is an incredibly
beautiful, outdoors activity where you
can enjoy nature and get exercise.
Canoe racers are a special breed of
people and they make wonderful
friends.
TCKRA: What
are
your
significant
accomplishments in paddle sport
(races finished, races won,
records held, etc.)?
RT:
In 1984 I paddled with Jerry Nunnery
and won 1st overall in the TWS
paddling an 18’6” canoe with single
blade paddles. In 1979 I paddled with
Scott McDonald and won 2nd overall
and 1st USCA in the TWS in 38:16
paddling an 18’6” canoe with single
blade paddles. Ted Jagen and I won 1st
overall in the Martindale Triathlon. To
the best of my memory, in 1971 Robert
Taylor and I won 1st in every state
championship points race. My wife,
Priscilla, and I won a couple of mixed
state championships. One of my more
memorable family races was an

TCKRA: Do you have any advice or words
of wisdom for paddlers just
starting out?
RT:
Canoe racing is a time-consuming
sport. Families and kids, jobs, etc., are
more important than canoe racing.
Allocate your time appropriately and
do the best you can. Learn as much as
you can from the experienced racers.
Nearly everyone is willing to help. Try
and make training runs with some of
the experienced racers. Canoe racers
are fantastic people and you will
acquire many friends and memories.
TCKRA: Do you have any advice or words
of wisdom for other racers who
have been paddling for a while?
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RT:

When I had been paddling for 20 years
I had a pretty ugly, inefficient stroke. I
won a few races but I trained hard and
I was not paddling up to my potential.
If you have been racing for a while and
you do not seem to be going as fast as
you think you are capable of, then do
something about it. Some people do
not train with enough intensity on
training runs. Some of the experienced
racers have an inefficient paddle stroke

(just like I did). It is helpful to get
experience paddling both ends of the
canoe. Occasionally paddling in the
stern will help you to become a better
bow paddler. If you are primarily a
stern paddler, paddling in the bow can
definitely
help
you
to
make
improvements in your stroke and help
you to become an even better stern
paddler.

2014 TCKRA Officers and
Board of Directors
(Editor’s Note: The TCKRA recently took
nominations for the board of directors. Ten
people total were nominated, who filled the
positions. The election concluded September
8th. Officer elections took place at the TCKRA
meeting on September 29th in Austin. The
newly elected board and officers are below.)

2013 Race Calendar
Oct.4-6 – Tour du Teche, Port Barre, LA
Oct. 5 – Come and Take It, Gonzales
Oct. 12 – Turkeyfest Canoe Race, Cuero, TX

Officers
Wade Binion (President)
Chris Stevenson (Vice President)
Grady Hicks (Secretary/Treasurer)

Oct. 26 – Martindale Tri, Martindale, TX
Nov. 2 - Kanu Rennen, San Marcos, TX

Board Members
Wade Binion
Michael Vandeveer
Cindy Meurer
Chris Stevenson
Chris Paddack
Jay Daniel
Sam Binion
Andrew Condie
Grady Hicks
Mike Dey

Nov. 9 – Dickinson Canoe Classic, Dickinson,
TX
Nov. 16 – Clear Creek Paddle Race, League
City, TX
Dec. 7 – San Marcos Solo, San Marcos, TX

Alternates
Brandon Stafford
Tim Curry
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Upcoming Races
Martindale Tri

The TCKRA Martindale Triathlon, held on Saturday, October 26th, is reputed to be the oldest tri in
Texas and consists of a 7 mile run, 16.5 mile bike and 5.5 mile paddle. Registration is open and can be
done online at www.martindaletriathlon.com. Mail-in registration is available through 10/21 and
onsite Friday evening 10/25 from 6-9pm and on race day starting at 7am. Race briefing is at 8:15 and
race starts at 9 with the running leg. Starting and transition area is at Spencer Canoes/Shady Grove
Campground located on Hwy 1979 in Martindale.

Kanu Rennen

New in 2013, the Kanu Rennen (German for “Canoe Race”) is being held in New Braunfels at Cypress
Bend Park on Saturday, November 2nd. Race directors Holly Orr and Heather Harrison have billed
the race as a family-friendly event emphasizing beginners, recreational and youth paddlers with
multiple events for serious racers as well. Registration starts at noon.
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Clear Creek Paddle Race

Also new in 2013 is the Clear Creek Paddle Race sponsored by the city of League City, Texas just
southeast of Houston. Registration begins at 9am for multiple boat classes and divisions. For more
information, contact John Orsag at (281) 554-1156 or at john.orsag@leaguecity.com. Or view the race
details at www.leaguecity.com.
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TC’ing in the New Safari Era
Chris Stevenson
Rule changes were the big news in the Safari
world in 2013 that changed the character of the
race from virtually unsupported to semisupported. The biggest general change was that
TC’s were now going to be allowed to give their
racers food in addition to water, ice and the
containers to hold them. There was lots of prerace grumbling, especially from the tougher-isbetter crowd, but at check-in and during the race
everything felt basically the same to me. The
new rules meant that racers would save a few
pounds worth of food out of their boats and TC’s
would have to be on top of pre-arranged food
handoffs at each checkpoint.

the locust effect Safari TC’s had on the supply of
Starbuck’s VIA coffee in the Hwy 80/183/87/185
corridor.
Not all of the differences are coffee related there is also the “Ordering Dilemma.” This is a
new one for racers and TC’s alike – TC’s can now
take food orders, right? Racers are hurting and
maybe the only thought keeping them going is a
craving for cheese enchiladas. For a racer, any
small comfort is most welcome and with the new
rules there is an endless variety of food you can
get from your TC. So a racer will dream. The
problem is, of course, that the TC’s won’t know
the “order” in advance. And it’s hard to whip up
cheese enchiladas on demand with just a Jet Boil
under the Hochheim Bridge at 4 a.m. I saw
numerous times teams saying either “I want
pizza at the next stop” or going through all of the
offerings available right then “Let’s see, do you
have any peanut M&M’s? No? Well what about
a plain Hershey bar?” In short, it’s now a lot
easier to waste time at checkpoints “taking
orders” with the new rules and some teams
certainly did.

2013 was my second time to TC , both times for
Erin Magee. In addition to the gallons of water,
ice, jugs, bottles, coolers, cleaning supplies,
transport crates and ice socks I now had
canisters of Vitalyte, instant coffee, fresh fruit
along with the typical Safari fare - energy bars,
nuts, chips and candy. Erin didn’t want any, but
the option was there for some fresh and hot food
from a drive-thru at any point. (Though she did
get an ice cream bar at the Salt Water Barrier.)

Now, I was TC’ing for a solo racer. I can only
imagine the sorting that must have gone on with
the Whataburger bags of taquitos on the 6-man
boats. “Logan, did you have the bacon, egg and
cheese or the potato, egg and cheese?” “Okay,
now who wants picante sauce?”

So was it really that different for a TC? Well, yes
and no. The same old stresses of being where
you need to be when you need to be there with
what you need to have are still there. The same
surprising lack of time to sleep is still there. The
waiting under bridges in the mud is still the
same. The mosquitoes at the Wooden Bridge are
still the same.

What the new rules really mean for TC’s at the
end of the day is just more. More stuff to carry
and remember. More stuff to prepare and deal
with. All told, I’d peg it at about 20% more work
than before. Does it make the race easier?
Better? Worse? Now that’s a discussion made
for Paddle24Seven, if I ever heard one.

What’s different is making hot coffee for your
racer with a Jet Boil on the tailgate of your truck
and trying to time it so that it is still hot (but not
too hot) when they come in. What’s different is
the slight guilt from boosting half a dozen
caramel flavored creamers from the coffee
station at the Luling Bucee’s. What’s different is
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Race Results
Jr. TWS
1 2.06.36
Fred and Kyle Mynar
1st Tandem Unlimited
2 2.14.20 Gaston Jones, Andrew Condie, Wade Binion, Wes Wyatt, John Dupont, Bobby Smart
1st Unlimited
3 2.19.01
Chris Issendorf, Ian Rolls
2nd Tandem Unlimited
4 2.26.20
Tommy Yonley
1st ICK K1
5 2.29.06
Phil Bowden
1st Sr Solo
6 2.30.07
Jonathan and Joshua Zeek
3rd Tandem Unlimited
7 2.35.13
Clay Wyatt
1st Solo
8 2.35.48
Sandy Yonley, Morgan Kohut, Virginia Parker
1st Womens
9 2.44.47
Debbie Richardson, Mike Drost, Janie Glos
2nd Unlimited
10 2.46.56
Erin Magee
2nd Sr Solo
11 2.48.11
Eric Whicker, Roy Tyrone
1st Aluminum
12 2.55.16
Samantha and Mollie Binion, Holly Orr
2nd Womens
13 2.57.02
Amy Boyd
1st Women's Solo
14 2.57.16
Jason Cade
2nd Solo
15 2.59.22
Joe Geisinger, Bill McCanse
2nd Aluminum
16 3.00.02
Joel Truitt, Chris Sukow
3rd Aluminum
17 3.00.51
Chris Stevenson
3rd Solo
18 3.01.49
Derrick Lee
1st USAC C1
19 3.02.49
Justin Love
4th Solo
20 3.04.13
Pete Binion
3rd Sr Solo
21 3.11.02
Mark Mullert, Jacob Creighton
1st Standard
22 3.16.07
Chris Champion, Miles Keyser
4th Aluminum
23 3.19.01
Jeanette Burris, Mike Dey
1st Mixed
24 3.38.01
Mark Taylor, Pat Stroka
4th Tandem Unlimited
25 3.42.04
John Van Zandt, Marat Esphtein
5th Aluminum
26 3.44.24
Joseph Jankauskas
5th Solo
27 3.45.13
Porter Robinson, Matt Bayless
6th Aluminum
28 3.50.14
Tina and Debbie Sackett
3rd Womens
29 4.01.44
Byron Jordan, Chris Larsen
2nd Standard
30 4.03.28
Adam Benefield, Bill Winsor
7th Aluminum
31 4.06.48
Christy Long, Terry Herdlicka
1st Novice
32 4.06.56
Charlie Kouba, Coy Kouba
8th Aluminum
33 4.11.57
Jonn Brothers, Chase Fairly, Elisa Jelly, Chase Turnbow, Natalie Ramirez
3rd Unlimited
34 4.20.40
Mark and Laura Tapley
2nd Mixed

TCKRA USCA State Championships
Men's C2
Open
1:12:15 Andrew Condie/Gaston Jones.
1:12:16 Jerry Cochran/Kyle Mynar
1:12:23 Don Walls/Eric Whicker
1:15:27 Wade Binion/Travis Kent
1:17:18 Logan Mynar/Jeff Glock
1:35:20 John DuPont/Tommy Martin

Women's C-1
Masters
45:39 Teddy Gray
46:09 Amy Boyd
53:32 Erin Magee
Open
46:16 Holly Orr

Masters
1:23:50 Ken Startz/Gary Kohut

Youth c-1
3:07 Jordan Tuller
3:22 Tom Vandeveer
3:27 Elijah Malloy
3:49 Rylie Unarah

K-1
1:02:33 Johan Dahl
1:04:42 Logan Mynar
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3:56 Lillie Vandeveer
4:00 Thomas Porter

Eric Whicker/Tom Vandeveer
Mollie Binion/Jordan Tuller
Wade Binion/Payton Binion
Joy Emshoff/Elijah Malloy
Lillie Vandeveer/Heather Harrison
Cassie Daniels/Veronica Sosa
Holly Orr/Matthew Orr
Don Walls/Riley Unrau
Clay Wyatt/Taylor Wyatt
Teddy Gray/Thomas Porter

Men's c-1
Open
1:20:49 Jeff Glock
1:21:23 Travis Kent
1:52:00 Tommy Martin
Masters
1:19:32 Don Walls
1:30:01 Max Hambly
1:31:07 Pete Binion
1:32:46 Grady Hicks
1:32:48 John Dupont

Youth C-2
13:01 Lillie Vandeveer/Jordan Tuller
13:44 Tom Vandeveer/Elijah Malloy
14:23 Abbey Porter/Jadon Unrau
17:43 Thomas Porter/Riley Unrau
22:35 Lilly Jones/Kassy Daniel

Stand Up Paddle
56:38 Chris White

Mixed c-2
Open
38:40 Travis Kent Teddy Gray
39:58 Wade Binion Mollie Binion
39:59 Gaston jones. Holly Orr
41:09 Jeff glock Morgan Kohut
44:56 Tommy Martin Libby geisinger
45:03 Joe Geisinger Mary geisinger

Women's C-2
Open
40:21 Amy Boyd/Holly Orr
44:00 Mollie Binion/Sheila Reiter
44:25 Jill Wyatt/Heather Harrison
46:11 Virginia Parker/Kaitlin Jiral
52:42 Veronica Sosa/Lauren Delouche
Masters
40:53 Teddy Gray/Joy Emshoff

Masters
38:16 Don Walls/Amy Boyd
39:43 Bob Spain/Joy Emshoff
49:35 Jerry Cochran/Erin Magee

Adult Youth

Come and Take It
Unlimited
1st Clay Wyatt, Ian Rolls 1:37:11
2nd Rebecca and John Newcomb 2:14:07
3rd Tom & Michael Vandeveer,Jay & Cassy
Gaston Jones (w/10 min penalty) 2:19:21

7th Mike Smith 2:34:27
8th Charlie Kouba 3:17:00
Aluminum
1st Bill McCanse, Eric Whicker 2:03:08
2nd Louis Gomez, Jeremy Franks 2:37:22
3rd Kurt Cantrell, Roberto Sara 2:47:42

USCA C1
1st Ed Jones 2:18:04

Rec Tandem
1st Clay and Andrew Snell 2:20:25
2nd Geoff and Sean Waters 2:27:54
3rd Craig Woodman, Melanie Grabouske 7:49:00

USCA C2
1st Bob Spain, Joy Ernshoff 1:56:37
Solo Unlimited
1st Phil Bowden 1:46:55
2nd Chris Issendorf 1:47:07
3rd Gary Kohut 1:55:46
4th Brian Jones 1:55:47
5th Erin Magee 1:58:55
6th Tim Curry 2:02:20

Rec Solo
1st David Froehlich 2:33:56
2nd Harvey Howarton 3:59:00
3rd Jessica Wysarki 3:59:01
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Tour du Teche
Texans showed very well in this Louisiana race, winning several classes. Roy Tyrone and his partner
won the C2 division in 22:36:19. Mike Dey and Joe Gesinger were 2nd C2 in 24:02:08. Brad
Pennington won the solo double blade division in the second-fastest time overall in 20:56:12.
Wendell Smith was 2nd solo double blade in 22:49:27. Morgan Kohut, Virginia Parker and Sandy
Yonley won the unlimited division with the fastest time overall in 20:55:17.

Turkeyfest
Competition Class
K1 Male Open
John Baltzell 1:49:25
Kyle Mynar 1:49:31
Tommy Yonley 1:59:10

Chris Champion/Joel Truitt 2:23:19
Robert Duran/Elyse Rankey: 3:30:00
Tandem Non-Spec
Andrew Condie/Virginia Parker 1:59:57
Ken Startz/James Coleman 2:10:15
John DuPont/Andres Cabb 2:11:19
Tina Sackett/Debbie Sackett 2:42:58
Veronica Sosa/Lauren DeLouche 2:43:00

K1 Male Masters
Phil Bowden 1:59:15
K1 Female Open
Sandy Yonley 2:05:13

Solo Non-Spec
Geoff Waters 2:04:00
Shawn Boyett 2:07:41
Jason Cade 2:10:28
Alan Posnick 2:11:20
Becky Haluska 2:36:10

K1 Female Masters
Erin Magee 2:10:58
Aluminum
Bill McCanse/Gary Kohut 2:20:50
Bob Spain/Joy Emshoff 2:21:05

Recreation Class
Unlimited
Tim Curry, Colleen Curry, Zach Peltier, Jason
Dluhy, Sam, Stephanie Gardner

Justin and Elizabeth Brzozowske
Justing and Melinda Brzozowske
Roy and Jessica Craig

Tandem Male
Nick Startz/Hank Pahmiyer
Elijah Malloy/Tom Vandeveer
Charlie Kouba/Tony Kouba
Solomon Koenig/Joseph Harvey

Solo Male
Mark Oberle
David Froehlich
Roger Zimmerman
Kelby Boehl
Blake Pickett
Bryant

Tandem Female
Lillie Vandeveer/Jordan Tuller

Solo Female
Lauren Moore

Tandem Mixed
Brandon Stafford/Heather Heaton
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About the TCKRA
The Texas Canoe and Kayak Racing Association is a statewide club for persons interested in paddle
sport racing. The primary focus of the club is USCA and ICF class marathon racing, but other
disciplines of paddle sports are promoted through TCKRA’s Race Calendar and Points Program.*
In 1971 a group of canoe paddlers with an interest in canoe and kayak racing joined together and
formed the TCRA (which later evolved into the TCKRA). During the past years the organization has
grown to one of the largest canoe and kayak clubs in the state. The club is now recognized as the voice
for canoe racing in Texas and its members have gained national recognition. Each year the TCKRA
participates in approximately 20 canoe races and the TCKRA also organizes and sponsors the Texas
State Canoe and Kayak Racing Championship Series. These championship level race events
compliment the other annual racing events by recognizing the top competitors in a variety of paddle
sport disciplines and classes. Additionally, the TCKRA culminates the season by awarding the top
overall paddlers of the year. This recognition is determined through the accumulation of TCKRA
Points.*
Whether you are a novice paddler, intermediate or seasoned racer, TCKRA is a great way to meet new
people, improve your skills and get out on the river. Our membership spans the state and varies
widely by age, gender, skill-level and boat type; even our working careers and professions. We also
share a great deal in common - the competitive spirit and an enduring love of the water.
Your annual dues help fund events and activities throughout the year and around the state.
By joining the TCKRA you enjoy the following benefits:
•

4 championship races, (Unlimited, Aluminum, USCA and ICF)

•

The Martindale Triathlon

•

Race discounts for TCKRA members

•

Spring and fall river cleanups

•

Bi-Monthly newsletter

•

Texas paddler directory

•

Annual banquet

•

Paddling clinics – free to TCKRA members

•

2 TCKRA decals for every member

•

TCKRA Team and points competition
A TCKRA membership will give you a voice in the racing community and allow us to continue
to promote canoe and kayak racing in Texas.

•

Our members paddle kayaks and canoes crafted from wood, plastic, aluminum, carbon and Kevlar.
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TCKRA Membership Application
Name

Date

Address

New Member

Email

Birthdate

Publish contanct information in the membership directory (check one)

[ ] Yes, [ ] No

[ ] Yes, [ ] No

Type of membership (circle below)
Youth

$5

Individual

$15

Family

$20

Business

$25

Business Name

FAMILY MEMBERSHIP shall consist of the members of a household. The household dependents other
than the parents or guardians must be less than 18 years of age as of January 1 of the membership year.
Dependents age 18 as of January 1 of the membership year must obtain their own individual membership.
YOUTH MEMBERSHIP is available to any person under 18 years of age as of January 1 of the
membership year.
BUSINESS MEMBERSHIP is available to any organization.
If a Family membership, please list family members below:
Name(s) for additional family members

Birthdates

Send form and payment to:
TCKRA Membership
444 Pecan Park Dr.
San Marcos, TX 78666-8544
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